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Abstract 

Information technology has assumed a significant job in library and information science. Because of 

the advancements in information technology, presently, it is workable for libraries to give a few new 

services to the library users alongside traditional services. Libraries are currently ready to give 

information in print structure just as in digital structure.  

During 1980s libraries began mechanizing their bibliographic databases and during 1990s digital 

library ventures were initiated. As on today, part of improvements has occurred in digitizing print 

media. At national and universal level a few major financing ventures have been initiated to digitize 

significant material accessible within the libraries for the protection just as for giving more extensive 

access to the assortments through most recent advances.  The current paper highlights the scope of 

digital library. 
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1. Introduction 

Digital libraries have been making their foundations in the library calling as a different order 

and numerous meetings, workshops and courses are occurring in the territory of digital 

libraries. These meetings are covering various themes under digital libraries, for example, 

assortment advancement and association, user considers, digital library architecture, usability 

studies, search and recovery, digital library programming or offering some benefit added 

services to end users.  

Digital libraries are getting well known and are getting one of the significant activities of any 

association. The fast development in figuring systems, databases and open mindfulness have 

added to an interesting issue of today, for example, digital libraries, digital chronicles, 

institutional repositories or digital repositories.  

Digital libraries give us opportunities we never had with traditional libraries or even with the 

web. The approach of open source and restrictive programming has empowered universities 

to create electronic digital repositories.  

In the quick changing organized condition librarians have more responsibilities. Librarians 

need to handle print media just as digital media. Dealing with digital media requests more 

modern information regarding the matter just as technology. 

Despite the fact that librarians attempt to digitize significant assortments accessible with 

them, the further greatest test is the manner by which to sort out the brought into the world 

digital assortments just as digitized assortments which are spread around in all associations.  

During 1998, open source pattern came into libraries and libraries began utilizing these OSS 

apparatuses for various undertakings did in libraries. OSS apparatuses are helping libraries to 

defeat issue of high spending allotments for purchasing business arrangements. Parcel of 

research is going on in utilizing OSS based applications which are helpful in libraries. Lately, 

there have been lofty ascents in the quantity of uses that are accessible for the libraries to 

mechanize library inventories, MARC editors, digitization work process the board 

programming, page structuring programming and so forth.  

The move to on-request conveyance can be facilitated by giving access to digital material 

from any source and wherever. This digital transition has brought about research being 

attempted on different parts of building digital library. 

In any case, the term 'digital library' has become the favored term because of the 

coordination of mission, procedures and societies of physical libraries with the abilities and 

culture of figuring and telecommunications.  
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Since digital information can be conveyed legitimately to 

the user, and can be utilized all the while by many, is 

financially savvy, has advanced searching and quick 

recovery is entrenched and comprehended. The most recent 

two decades has witnessed the spurt of Digital Library 

Initiatives everywhere throughout the world. The majority 

of them are an aftereffect of the digital library innovative 

work activities. 

 

Scope of Digital Library 

Digital archives might be conceived digital, made utilizing 

digital distributing instruments (for example Word, LaTex, 

DTP), or made by changing over from a simple 

configuration to digital organization or changed over 

starting with one digital arrangement then onto the next to 

suite the necessities of a specific Digital Library. The way 

toward catching and changing over from simple to digital 

configuration is regularly called as 'digitization' or 

'digitalization'.  

It is basic that digital library task ought to support for a 

more extended timeframe. One needs to guarantee that 

digital protection arranging is set up. It incorporates 

utilizing standard record arranges, relocating and 

invigorating documents normally, utilizing an authentic 

repository or other solid balance stockpiling, picking 

suitable stockpiling media and one need to make sure that 

satisfactory financing and hierarchical help are 

unblemished.  

Libraries in physical structure are in presence since a few 

centuries and have changed the manner in which the general 

public works. Be that as it may, it is exceptional with 

regards to the impact and effect the present-day digital 

libraries have applied on the social orders. The information 

society is receiving the rewards of the digital library in 

everyday activities which is numerous folds contrasted with 

the benefits of a traditional library.  

The information insurgency not just supplies the mechanical 

torque that drives digital libraries yet in addition powers an 

extraordinary interest for putting away, sorting out and 

getting to information. 'In the event that information is the 

cash of the information economy, digital libraries are where 

it is contributed'.  

Library and Information science being a control has had the 

pattern of embracing inventive practices which helps in 

viability and proficiency of the services. Rising above from 

semi digital libraries to add up to digital libraries will be 

inevitable in the 21st century. A portion of the rising 

patterns that will affect libraries and librarianship in a major 

manner are introduced here.  

All out interactive media arrangement will be open to an 

enormous number of institutions as there will be 

improvement in spilling advancements, and system data 

transmission will be progressively affordable. 

Acknowledged measures will be joined by programming 

sellers as they eye the library showcase which is at present 

in the discourse stage and the test phase of attempting the 

principles. An effective pattern would be the transition of 

digital libraries from being software engineering analyses to 

being significant library usage.  

Libraries being overseers of insightful works have 

constantly centered around protection and documenting and 

with regards to digital library too these two regions are of 

incredible future. In the created nations institutional 

repositories are being made to store the scholarly resources 

of the researchers as databases, pictures, showing modules, 

and so forth with the goal that it will be an important 

material for others to reuse as the new age of specialists are 

as of now in the digital scene.  

A few activities worth referencing in the region of digital 

safeguarding is Digital Curation Center to give national 

research and counsel on the capacity and lifecycle the 

executives of digital items financed by JISC, The National 

Digital Information Framework and Conservation Program 

drove by the Library of Congress, and so on.  

A huge piece of the world's information is currently created 

in digital structure. It is a well-established reality that 

Internet has become the fundamental framework of regular 

daily existence. Regular A huge number of individuals 

everywhere throughout the world quest the Internet for one 

reason or the other. For change to occur, assortments of 

various sorts must be digitized and listed successfully, from 

little communities to enormous controls, from formal to 

casual communications, from content to picture and video 

repositories, and in the end across dialects and societies. 

Digital assortment in different configurations frames the 

premise of digital library. 

 

Discussion 

Digital Libraries have evolved phase wise and in a 

systematic manner throughout the world. Yet they have 

presented new challenges to library and information 

professionals. Having well established digital libraries in the 

developed countries has helped in guiding initiatives in 

India. Guidelines regarding the standards, technologies, 

dynamics are very precise and can act as a compass to new 

digital library initiatives.  

As library and information professionals are well aware of 

the advantages of digital libraries over traditional libraries it 

is a matter of proactive decision to design and develop 

digital libraries to suit their parent organizations and their 

users for providing effective and efficient services. The 

concern is how to develop the digital libraries in a cost-

effective way and in an easy manner. 

A quick glance at the published literature reveals that, quite 

a few digital libraries have come up during past few years. 

Most of them being much localized, only two which are 

quite well known and are frequently used are described here. 

 

National Science Digital Library (NSDL) 

National Science Digital Library is an online portal 

concentrating on open educational sources in digital form 

and was formally launched in the year 2002. Basically it 

funded by National Science Foundation and caters to 

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 

(STEM) education. This digital library gives access to more 

than a million selected online STEM resources. The stress is 

on high quality, online educational resources for teaching 

and learning. A collaborative team of principal investigators 

and staff consisting of researchers, content providers, 

developers, librarians, teachers and students manage NSDL. 

NSDL has a simplified user interface and thus is easy to use. 

NSDL makes searches using NSDL metadata records and 

the text of the resources if the text is available publicly on 

the Internet. NSDL Includes images, video, audio, 

animations, software, games, lesson plans, tutorials, 

activities, etc and provides a user help and an array of 

technical tools and services, metadata and collection 
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creation and management services along with search and 

browse facility. 

NSDL Includes images, video, audio, animations, software, 

games, lesson plans, tutorials, activities, etc and provides a 

user help and an array of technical tools and services, 

metadata and collection creation and management services 

along with search and browse facility. 

 

International Children's Digital Library (ICDL) 

National Science Foundation, Institute of Museum and 

Library Services and Microsoft Research have funded The 

International Children's Digital Library (ICDL)' as a 

research project in November 2002. Helping children 

understand the world around them through the resources in 

the original languages is the main aim of the collection. 

ICDL collection is expected to accumulate around 10,000 

resources in minimum 100 languages. 

ICDL special feature is that 'Born Digital' books are not 

included in the collection. Only physical books that have 

been published and converted into digital format are added. 

An interdisciplinary research team consisting of computer 

scientists, librarians, educational technologists, classroom 

teachers, children, etc. at the University of Maryland in 

cooperation with the Internet Archive created the ICDL. 

Involvement of children and adults called as cooperative 

inquiry was engaged to develop and evaluate computer 

interface technologies that support searching, browsing, 

reading and sharing books in electronic form. 

 

Conclusion 

Digital libraries are a result of the evolution of libraries for 

centuries. They represent a giant leap forward in 

information services for better collaboration and productive 

output. The future is unpredictable, yet there are instances of 

intuitions. 

It is natural for libraries to provide equitable access to 

digital data stream for their users. It is the need of the hour 

for libraries to choose right digital platform to suit their 

users and their institutional goals. 
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